
Poor man’s bill of rights, (not privileges) 
( a one-page download) 

...oath of arrest and prosecution...as per holy bible, judges punish false accusers ,old testament Deuteronomy 19, 18-19 & exodus 20-16 no bearing 
false witness...new testament James...for all of united states of America1 

(1) to be filled out by by any cops making charges, public defenders, prosecuters, dispatchers, claimed victims, any government oficial, public 
servent, anybody in any government 501-c3 government "non profit "agency...all numbered subjects to be adresed...no skiping...all shall be answered 
with a  yes=y...no=...or  true=t...false=f 
( 2) a non negotiable, binding contract of underrstanding between citizen, american, and any aresting cop, investigator, prosecuter, but not limited to 
the above_____ 
(3) i the aresting police oficer or oficers / public servent under miranda v arizona, forced, manipulated confesions 1966,...brady v maryland, dirty 
prosecution tricks, but not limited to the above_____  
(4) swear under idmeate jailing, imprisonment .........under the folowing felonies us code 18, 241-242, 10 years prison, $10,000 fine...under the 
following florida felony statutes , but not limited to the above, cop criminal law breaking protection racket. 895 _____ 

(5) lie on my public servent oath 876 _____ 
(6) lie in my future performance of police oficers oath of unduction, after becoming a cop 837 perjury_____ 
(7) tell a half truth or a obvious lie, any time on my job, any comunication with any private american 837 perjury _____ 
(8) bribery or to get a evil benefit, ignoring, protecting, trivializing, possible/ actual criminals that affect thousands of people 874,876 street boom car 
criminal gangs_____ 
(9) conspiracy when 2 or more get together to protect criminal cops, protect criminal crimes of boom cars, noisy night clubs, put obvious false 
charges on whistle blowers 838.......... i the false arresting cop or cops or any false testifier will not ever appeal any of the above crimes i am charged 
with or convicted, but not limited to the above _____  

(10) i will at all times treat people in a manner that i would want to be treated, and will expect that i will get treated just as harshly as i treat others, 
especially those who are harmless, homeless, finically poor, confused, and will never falsely arest anybody out of hate, spite, power_____ 
(11) i will always give those willing to explain their side time to/ without using rude interrupting/anger escalation so to possibly de escalate/calm 
down any accused, even if non violently argurmenitive, cop entrapment 777.201 _____ 
(12) i have given the acused/arested all the rights i would want in the florida policemans bill of rights that now protect me, but not limited to them 
only _____  
(13) i gave them a oficial court aproved numbered form to write down their side, while events are clearest in their minds of the acused, acused 
suporting witnesses _____ 

(14) i preserved any witnesses, evidence that could clear the acused, that they might or might not know about at the time of the acusation or 
 arrest _____ 
(15) under the threat of idmeate fireing jailing, prison, i forwarded all of the acused/ arested side of their story evidence that could clear them as fast 
as possible _____ 
(16) i swear under perjury the crime the person/s are acused of orginated in their minds, they were the orginial trouble starters, they could have 
avoided it in the first place  _____ 
(17) it was not even faintly a uniniable god given defense right, ex no noise sleep, home enjoyment rights _____ 
(18) i swear under perjury i did not use any rude, argumenitive, interupting, anger escalation techniques in order to create false cop entrapment 

charges 777.201 _____ 
(19) if i did use any technique, cop entrapment, that is not done to calm down the situation, de escalation techniques, no extra charges will be pressed 
against the acused, i know the more i calm down a situation the safer will be my safety from geting hurt, i will try too use kindness, compasion, 
reason, before force _____ 
(20) i further swear under perjury i gave a investigation checklist of the investigation to the acused or jailed, as fast as possible _____ 
(21) i did not let me personal prejudices or hate or personal likes enter into the investigation or arest, and if i have these feelings i will relieve myself 
to another cop _____ 
(22) i will not do any arest without having picture, video, tape recorded proof, under perjury, idmeate fireing of any interview of any claimed victims, 
or acused actions, or explaination story _____ 

(23) i inderstand all words, claims, to any private american is done under perjury, and is a a oficial proceding _____ 
(24) i understand that under government acountability i am subjected to being secretly video or tape recorded in any conversation in person or over 
the phone, and any lie or half truth will be treated as perjury in a oficial proceeding 837 _____ 
(25)i also understand i beter have tape or video recorded proof to back up my claims or i am idmeately fired an prosecuted for perjury _____ 
(26) i understand a citizen does not need to complain about boom cars, noisy night clubs, as cops are on the road patroling 24 hours, so there is not 
one excause to totaly eliminate them using under cover cop techniques, video cameras, boom car permenate taking away for ever  warning signs 932 
contraband, total distruction with 12 inch hardened bit cordless drill to any low frequency amplified sound system in any night club, bar, boom car, 
that can even faintly be heard or felt beyond exterior of any home,bar,night club,boom car, which is a crime of misprison of treasion. _____ 

(27) i will never use any kind of intimidation or arest tactics disorderly conduct, disturbing the peace, sleeping in the woods, open alchol container, 
loitering against harmless homeless, where it is obvious they didnt mean no harm..........i will not arest anybody for trespasing where no fence and 
sign has been posted, violated or crossed 810.12 and must include both, i will also provide video, picture proof of damage, danger this 
 person caused _____ 
(28) upon being called to a contriversy i will not favor the rich over the poor, but will put myself in both peoples shoes _____ 
(29) i will look for reasons to solve a problem, disagrement, before using arest powers as last resort _____ 
(30) acused have unlimited questioning rights without fear of contempt of court, disturbing the peace, in any u.s.a. court to cop, judge, 
 prosecuter _____ 

 


